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This paper reports measurements made by the cosmic ray subsystem onboard Voyager I and 2 in the 
Jovian magnetosphere. Energy spectra of oxygen ions in the energy range 1-20 MeV/nuc between 5 and 
20 Rj are presented and used to calculate phase space densities. There is a steep positive radial gradient 
in the phase space density of the energetic oxygen ions in this region, indicating an inward diffusive flow. 
Solutions of the diffusion equation assuming a diffusion coefficient D and loss lifetime T of the forms D -- 
Do Ln and T -- To Lm, where Do, To, n, and rn are constants, and L is the McIlwain parameter, are fit to the 
radial phase space density profile of oxygen ions with magnetic moments of 680 MeV/nuc-G. The best 
fits are found to have n + rn = 6 and 3 < n < 6. On the basis of the diffusion coefficient upper limit ob- 
tained from these fits, the upper limit on the rate at which oxygen ions with >400 MeV/nuc-G diffuse 
inward across 10 Rj is 5 x 102•ñ• ions s -•. The observations suggest that oxygen and sulfur ions in the Io 
plasma torus diffuse radially outward, are nonadiabatically accelerated in some region outside 17 Rj and 
then diffuse inward and outward from the acceleration region. 
INTRODUCTION PARTICLE FLUXES AND ENERGY SPECTRA 
Observations made in the Jovian magnetosphere of nuclei 
with charge greater than 2 and energies between 7 and 14 
MeV per nudeon (MeV/nuc) [l/ogt et al., 1979a, b] have 
shown that, beyond •25 Jovian radii (R•), the elemental com- 
position is similar to that of the solar energetic particles. In the 
inner magnetosphere (•<12 R•), however, the composition is 
drastically different, dominated by oxygen and suffur with so- 
dium also present. Observations between 0.60 and 1.15 MeV/ 
nuc [Hamilton et al., 1981] show a similar sharp increase in the 
oxygen and suffur abundances relative to helium and carbon 
inside •20 R•. 
The likely source of the oxygen, sodium, and suffur is the 
Jovian satellite Io. Gaseous SO2 is a major constituent of Io's 
atmosphere [Pearl et al., 1979; Kumar, 1979] and is probably 
the volatile that drives Io's volcanism [Smith et al., 1979; John- 
son et al., 1979]. Oxygen and sulfur are also the dominant spe- 
cies at plasma energies in the Io torus [Broadfoot et al., 1979; 
Sandel et al., 1979; Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981]. The evidence 
that sodium is associated with Io comes from earth-based ob- 
servations of neutral sodium optical emission [Brown, 1974; 
Brown and Yung, 1976]. 
Since the ions in the plasma near Io typically have eV/nuc 
energies [Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981], an acceleration process 
is required to produce the MeV/nuc ions observed. Measure- 
ments of the gradient in the ion density can be used to calcu- 
late diffusive flow directions and can thereby indicate the lo- 
cation of the acceleration site. A preliminary analysis using 
Voyager 2 data between 10 and 13 R• [l/ogt et al., 1979b] de- 
termined that there is a positive radial gradient in the phase 
space density of the high-energy oxygen ions, indicating an 
inward diffusive flow. This observation suggests that the accel- 
eration region is outside 13 R•. Only oxygen was analyzed due 
to statistical considerations. 
In the present analysis this earlier work is extended to in- 
clude both Voyager 1 and 2 data between 5 and 17 R•. The 
observations are compared with various radial diffusion mod- 
els and are used to derive limits on the acceleration efficiency. 
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Data from the cosmic ray subsystem (CRS) low-energy tele- 
scopes (LETs) [Stone et al., 1977; Stilwell et al., 1979] were 
used in this analysis. A schematic diagram of a LET is shown 
in Figure 1. The LET system consists of four such telescopes, 
LET A, B, C, and D, oriented to allow anisotropy measure- 
ments. LET A and C were turned off inside •20 R• on both 
Voyagers to reduce the noise level at the input of the pulse- 
height analyzers shared with LET B and D, respectively. Also, 
the LET B and D L4 detectors, normally used in active anti- 
coincidence against penetrating particles, were turned off in- 
side •-20 Rj to minimize accidental event rejection in the 
high-radiation environment of the inner magnetosphere. The 
orientation of the instrument in this region on both Voyagers 
was such that LET B pointed approximately perpendicular to 
the local magnetic field direction when the spacecraft was 
near the magnetic equatorial plane, while LET D was more 
nearly field aligned. To simplify the analysis that follows, con- 
sideration will be restricted to particles with pitch angles of 
•90 ø to the field, and thus only LET B will be used. A sum- 
mary of the proton measurements made by the LET system in 
the Jovian magnetosphere is given by Schardt et al. [1981]. 
The most important feature of the LET for the present 
study is that it'provides multiparameter analysis of individual 
nuclei with MeV/nuc energies and nuclear charge Z, greater 
than 2, with an rms charge resolution of 0.1 < Oz < 0.5 charge 
units, where the larger values occur during high flux periods. 
Since incoming fast ions are stripped of their electrons in the 
3-pan A1 window of the telescope, no information is available 
about the charge state of the ions prior to entry. The LET sys- 
tem also provides measurements of the counting rate of parti- 
cles with energy losses El, E2, and E3 in detectors L 1, L2, and 
L3 such that E1 + 0.4E2 + 0.2E3 > 9.6 MeV. Because the ge- 
ometry factor defined by the collimator and L 1 (4.6 cm 2 sr) is 
much larger than that defined by L 1 and L2 (0.44 cm 2 sr), this 
rate is primarily that of particles losing more than 9.6 MeV in 
L 1. It is called the Z > 2 rate since neither protons nor alpha 
particles within the acceptance cone of the telescope can lose 
as much as 9.6 MeV in a 35-/an silicon detector. Table 1 lists 
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Fig. I. Cross-section of a low-energy telescope (LET). All detectors 
are silicon surfaCe-barrier detectors. 
the geometry factors and the oxygen and sulfur energy ranges 
for the Z > 2 rate and for event analysis. 
Plots of the livetime-corrected Z > 2 flux as a function of 
ttrne for the Voyager 1 and 2 encounters are shown in Figures 
2a and 2b, respectively. The livetime corrections are based on 
the calibration of a spare CRS instrument (see the appendix). 
Inside 6.5 R•, the Z > 2 flux exhibits minima at L -- 5.6 in- 
bound (day 64, 0934:24 :t: 0001:36 UT) and 5.4 outbound (day 
64, 1406:24 +_ 0001:36 UT), where the McIlwain parameter L 
is taken to be the zenocentric distance of the spacecraft in 
units of R• at these minima. The difference between these L 
values and the actual L values at the minima, owing to the 
spacecraft dipole latitude (~5 ø ) and the dipole offset, is less 
than ~0.1. The locations of the observed minima indicate that 
the particle losses from the observed energy range are caused 
by the Io plasma torus rather than Io itself since measure- 
ments of the plasma in the torus showed sharp decreases in 
plasma density just inside the peak densities at L -- 5.7 in- 
bound (peak #2 at day 64, 0924 UT) and 5.6 outbound (day 
64, 1420 UT) [Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981], whereas Io is never 
inside L -- 5.8. Also, it was observed on the Voyager 1 in- 
bound pass that the electromagnetic wave activity associated 
with the torus stopped abruptly at ~5.6 R• [Scarf et al., 1979]. 
This abrupt decrease of the wave activity inside ~5.6 R• may 
be the direct cause of the inbound particle flux minimum 
since the particle losses are likely due to wave-particle inter- 
actions. Note that minirna in flux measurements above a fixed 
energy threshold do not necessarily correspond to m'mima in 
the phase space densities of the particles. As will be shown, 
the flux minima near Io correspond to a change in the radial 
gradient rather than a minimum in the phase space density 
profile. The two decreases at ~9.4 R• inbound and outbound 
were caused by Europa. In contrast, the large scale structure 
in the Voyager 2 plot is due to varying distance of the space- 
craft from the magnetic equatorial plane. The peaks at day 
190, 1400 UT, 2200-2400 UT, and day 191, 0900 UT are at 
times when the spacecraft crossed this plane. The fine scale 
structure in this flux is not yet understood. The inbound Z • 2 
flux is compared for the two spacecraft as a function of radial 
distance from Jupiter in Figure 3. Inside 18 R•, the Voyager 1 
and 2 fluxes were the same to within a factor of ~2. There is 
therefore no evidence for major temporal variations in the 
heavy ion fluxes in this region between the two encounters, 
and in the analysis that follows, we will consider both sets of 
measurements to be of the same stable population. 
Oxygen energy spectra have been calculated for the six pe- 
riods indicated in Figure 2 and listed in Table 2. Periods 2 and 
3 for Voyager 1 are each the combination of inbound and out- 
bound time intervals (a and b) symmetrically spaced with re- 
spect to the flux m'mima near Io. These six period s are the 
only ones in the data set inside 18 R• for which there are a sta- 
tistically significant number of pulse-height analyzed events, 
and for which LET B was pointing within 20 ø of Cr•e plane 
perpendicular to the local B field direction. This last criterion 
simplifies the phase space density analysis that follows. 
A plot of all three-detector events (L 1 ß L2' L3) which were 
pulse-height analyzed by LET B in regions 1, 2, and 3 is 
shown in Figure 4. The two tracks on the plot are dueto oxy- 
gen and suffur events that penetrated L 1 and L2 and Stopped 
in L3. The events along the left edge of the plot are pre- 
dominantly oxygen and suffur events that penetrated L 1 and 
stopped in L2 and, in addition, had a small pulse in L3, most 
likely due to an accidentally coincident proton (or several 
electrons). These events are identified by the tracks they pro- 
duced on an E1 versus E2 plot. In general, different livetime 
corrections were required for the different types of events, as 
discussed in the appendix. 
The differential energy spectra of the oxygen events in re- 
gions 2 and 4 are shown in Figure 5. A striking feature in the 
region 2 spectrum is the peak at ~5.5 MeV/nuc. In order to 
extend these spectra to lower energies, we convert to integral 
spectra and add a point at ~ 1.2 MeV/nuc (energy of particle 
incident on the telescope window) calculated from the Z • 2 
rate. Since the Z • 2 rate is made up of both oxygen and sul- 
fur (and traces of other elements) in the inner magnetosphere, 
one must measure or estimate the suffur to oxygen ratio in or- 
der to obtain an integral flux of either species alone. In re- 
gions 1, 2, and 3, a pulse-height histogram from the L1 detec- 
tor reveals two distinct maxima as shown in Figure 6. The 
maximum at ~30 MeV can be understood as the energy loss 
of 5-6 MeV/nuc oxygen ions penetrating the detector. This 
identification is reasonable since the differential oxygen spec- 
trum is peaked at ~6 MeV/nuc. Similarly, a differential suffur 
spectrum peaked at ~5 MeV/nuc would produce th e feature 
at ~ 110 MeV. Therefore, inthese regions, the sulfur to oxygen 
TABLE 1. Nominal LET Parameters 
Geometry Factor,* cm 2 sr Element Energy Range,•' Mev/nuc 
Z > 2 rate 4.6 Oxygen 1.1--•25. 
Sulfur 0.9-~ 120. 
Event analysis 0.44 Oxygen 3.6-~23. 
(L 1 ß L2) Sulfur 4.5-~50. 
* Each of four telescopes. 
'• Energy loss in the 3-•m Al window (see Figure 1) has been added to the detector threshold to give 
the incident energy of the particle. 
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Fig. 2. Livetime-corrected Z > 2 flux (see Table l) for (a) Voyager 1 and (b) Voyager 2 closest approach. The day 
number means day of year 1979. The numbered time intervals refer to regions in which oxygen spectra have been calcu- 
lated (Table 2). Note that the vertical scale is linear. 
ratio in the Z > 2 rate can be directly determined. In regions The oxygen integral energy spectra in regions 2 and 4, in- 
4, 5, and 6, the L1 pulse height histograms do not have sepa- eluding the Z > 2 points, are shown in Figure 7. The fiat- 
rate oxygen and sulfur maxima, so the ratio cannot be mea- tening of the spectrum in region 2 below •5.5 MeV/nuc cor- 
sured directly. In these regions the ratio was estimated using responds to the decrease in differential intensity seen in 
L1 ß L2 data. Table 3 lists the values of the oxygen fraction of Figure 5. The spectrum remains fiat between 3.5 and 1.4 
the Z > 2 rate used for the different regions. Note that, since 
the oxygen and sulfur energy thresholds for this rate are dif- 
ferent, the numbers are not equal energy-per-nucleon abun- 
dance fractions. The exact oxygen threshold energy for the Z 
> 2 rate must also be determined in order to use the Z > 2 
flux as a point in the integral spectrum. The threshold level 
varies between 1.1 and 1.4 MeV/nuc due to discriminator 
threshold shifts caused by high flux levels, and was measured 
during the calibration of the spare CRS instrument (see the 
appendix). The results are listed for each region in Table 3. 
MeV/nuc, which implies that in this interval the differential 
intensity remains below the peak value of ~300 (cm 2 sr s 
MeV/nuc)-'. A likely cause of this flattening in the integral 
spectrum is that particle loss mechanisms near Io are more ef- 
ficient for lower energy particles. Pioneer 10 observations 
showed such a preferential loss of lower energy protons near 
Io between 1 and 20 MeV [Trainor et al., 1974]. To use the two 
spectra presented in this section, as well as spectra from other 
regions, for gradient and flow direction determinations, and 
thus restrict the region where the energetic ions are acceler- 
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Fig. 3. Voyager I and 2 livetime corrected Z > 2 fluxes as func- 
tions of spacecraft distance from Jupiter, inbound. The triangles in- 
dicate magnetic equatorial crossings. 
ated, it is useful to relate the intensity measurements o a dif- 
fusion theory. 
COMPARISON OF SPECTRA AND GRADIENT 
DETERMINATION 
The radial diffusion theory that will be adopted for the 
present analysis assumes that particles conserve their first and 
second adiabatic invariants but not their third in the diffusion 
process [see e.g., Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974]. Conservation of 
the first invariant or magnetic moment, M -- pff/2mB where 
rn is the particle mass, B is the magnetic field strength, and p i 
is the momentum perpendicular tothe B field direction, gives 
a linear scaling of energy with magnetic field strength, E -- 
MB (nonrelativistic), for the special case of mirroring particles 
(pitch angle, a -- 90ø). For these particles, p -- p• and the sec- 
ond adiabatic invariant, which is the integral of the particle's 
momentum along the guiding field line, is identically zero for 
particles mirroring at the magnetic equatorial plane. 
Since particle energies change in the diffusion process, the 
radial diffusion theory deals with particle phase space den- 
sities at constant first adiabatic invariant rather than three-di- 
mensional space densities at constant energy. The radial diffu- 
sion equation is 
Of =L2 0 (D Of) Ot • •-• • + •C•'(L) - •'(L) (1) 
where f is the phase space density at a particular M, D is the 
diffusion coefficient, L is the Mcllwain parameter, and •C•(L) 
and •(L) represent local sources and s•ks, respectively. 
Equation (1) can be used •th measurements of the gradient 
of f to obta• quantitative •fomation about d•usive flows 
and pa•icle losses. We therefore calculate the phase space 
densities of the energetic oxygen ions from the measured •- 
tensities. 
The d•erential •tensity j and the •tegral •tensity J are 
related to the phase space density f by 
f •, L, .): J"(•[ L) = 1 dj.(E, L) p• dE (2) 
where E is the k•etic energy. Specia•g to the a = 90 ø case 
and chang•g va•ables from E and p to M gives the equation 
f (M, L, • = 90 ø) = y(M, L) Jx(M, L) 2m• B•(L) (3) 
where • = -[d log(JD/d log(•]. Therefore, at a given value 
of M, the change • phase space density between two radial 
positions L• and L: can be directly detem•ed by measure- 
ments of the magnetic field strength, the •tegral •tensity, 
and the slope of the •tegral •tensity at M: 
f(M, L 9 •(M, L 9 J•(M, L9/•:(L9 
f (M, L•• = T(M, L•) Jx(M, LO/B•(LO (4) 
If spectral •fomation is not available, it is often assumed 
that •(M, L•) = •(M, L:). As is shown below, this assumption 
is not valid • the present case. The •'s for measurements at
adjacent radial positions wffi typically differ by a factor of 2, 
so that order of magnitude st•ates of the phase space den- 
sity gradient can be made by us•g Jx/B •, while detailed stud- 
ies require us•g (4). 
In Figure 8, Jx/B • is plotted as a function of M at ten dif- 
ferent radial positions • the magnetosphere. AH measure- 
ments were made at or near magnetic equato•al cross•gs and 
aH those except the 7.6 and 20.0 Rj po•ts were made with 
LET B po•t•g with• 20 ø of the plane pe•endicular to the 
magnetic field dkection. Magnetic equato•al cross•gs were 
ident•ed by us•g B field magnitude and dkection data [Ness 
et al., 1979a, b; N. F. Ness et al., p•vate co•unication, 
TABLE 2. Region Definitions and Magnetic Field Values Used in Spectral Analysis 
Region Time Radial Interval, Rj Typical Distance, Rj Typical B Field,* G 
I 64/1106-64/1235 5.01-4.92 5.0 3.3 x 10 -2 
2a 64/0936-64/1106 5.59-5.01 5.2 2.8 x 10 -2 
2b 64/1235-64/1405 4.92-5.36 
3a 64/0842-64/0936 6.11-5.59 5.7 2.1 x 10 -2 
3b 64/1405-64/1443 5.36-5.68 
4 190/2208-191/0136 10.12-10.40 10.2 3.3 X 10 -3 
5 190/1235-190/1450 12.60-11.65 12.1 1.8 X 10 -3 
6 190/0237-190/0514 17.77-16.31 17.2 6.0 X 10 -4 
* Magnetic field values from N. F. Ness (private communication, 1980). 
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1980]. The 7.6 and 20.0 Rj points were obtained with LET B 
pointing •30 ø from the plane perpendicular to the magnetic 
field direction and are therefore not accurate measures of J,. 
(If the flux varies in pitch angle as sin4a as is the case for pro- 
tons and electrons with E > 21 MeV between 5 and 12 Rj 
[I/an Allen et al., 1974], then Jx at 7.6 and 20.0 Rj would be a 
factor •2 higher than that plotted in Figure 8.) It is clear in 
Figure 8 that at a given M, Jx/B 2 increases rapidly with in- 
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creasing radial distance out to at least 17 R j, indicating a posi- 
tive radial gradient in the phase space density in this region. 
The Pioneer 10 and 11 points in Figure 8 are from the Uni- 
versity of Chicago fission cell detector [Simpson et al., 1974, 
1975] assuming that its response at L = 3.4 (Pioneer 10) and L 
= 1.9 (Pioneer 11) was dominated by oxygen nuclei of E > 75 
MeV/nuc. Although the detector was primarily designed to
measure proton fluxes in the presence of high fluxes of ener- 
getic electrons, it is also sensitive to nuclei with Z > 1. Signal 
characteristics inside 10 Rj and comparison With other detec- 
tor measurements at 1.9 Rj were inconsistent with a proton 
dominated response, leading Simpson et al. [1974, 1975] to 
suggest hat energetic Z > 1 nuclei were contributing to the 
fission cell measurements in these regions. This suggestion 
cannot be investigated quantitatively by using CRS data, 
since the observations were made at different times, but Fig- 
ure 8 does indicate that it is reasonable to interpret the mea- 
surement as oxygen. If the fission cell was responding pre- 
dominantly to oxygen, and if energetic oxygen fluxes were 
similar at all encounters, then there is little if any gradient in 
the phase space density at •710 MeV/nuc-G between 5.0 and 
3.4 Rj. There is a gradient at ~ 130 MeV/nuc-G between 5.0 
and 1.9 R j, which is not surprising considering the absorption 
effect of Amalthea (2.5 R j) on inwardly diffusing particles. A 
further analysis of the fission cell data in light of the Voyager 
findings could provide useful information about energetic ox- 
ygen fluxes in the 1.6- to 4.9-Rj region where no other space- 
craft has been. 
In order to calculate the radial dependence of the phase 
space density at constant magnetic moment, Jx/B • was deter- 
mined as a function of L for discrete values of M from the 
spectra in Figure 8, and is shown for a few representative val- 
ues in Figure 9. Since all measurements were made near mag- 
netic equatorial plane crossings, the L used in this paper is de- 
fined to be equal to the radial distance in Rj. (These L values 
may differ from the actual L values by up to ~0.1 due to the 
dipole offset.) The data in Figure 9 indicate a stee• outward 
gradient in Jx/B •. In addition, although no single constant M 
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Fig. 6. Pulse-height histogram of the LI detector in regions I + 2 
+ 3. The maxima correspond to oxygen and sulfur as shown. Since 
Fig. 5. Differential energy spectra of oxygen ions in regions 2 and only those events satisfying the equation E1 + 0.4E2 + 0.2E3 > 9.6 
4. A power law of exponent 6.0 is shown for comparison with the MeV have been plotted, the sharp decrease in the oxygen maximum 
measured data in region 4. It does not represent a fit to the data. below -•20 MeV is probably a threshold effect. 
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TABLE 3. Livetime Corrections for the Z > 2 Rate 
Effective Oxygen Z > 2 Oxygen Fraction 
Region Measured Z > 2 Rate, s -I Correction Factor* Threshold,• MeV/nu½ of Z > 2 Rate• 
1.2 x 104 1.3 1.4 0.52 
1.0 x 104 1.2 1.4 0.53 
1.3 X 10 4 1.3 1.4 --0.5 õ 
1.8 X 104 1.4 1.3 --'0.5 õ 
1.4 X 104 1.2 1.2 --'0.5 õ 
9.0 x 10 2 1.0ô 1.1 -•0.5 õ 
* Typically +_ 0.1. 
• 1.1 MeV/nu½ is the nominal oxygen threshold level. Sulfur threshold is 0.2 MeV/nu½ lower than ox- 
ygen threshold. 
• Note: not abundance fraction. 
ô 1.0 implies no correction. 
{} Extrapolated from spectra at higher energy. Typically + 0.1. 
curve covers the entire radial range, all measured curves show 
the same trend of increasing outward gradient toward smaller 
values of L between 17.2 and 5.7 R•. Inside 5.7 R•, however, 
smaller gradients are seen at smaller values of L. The data 
also show that the gradient in a given radial range is not the 
same for different values of M, but tends to be larger for larger 
values of M. This is due to the fact that the spectra in Figure 8 
do not have the same spectral index (slope) at a given value of 
M. For example, the •5.7 R• spectrum is steeper at 500 MeV/ 
nuc-G than the spectrum at • 10.2 R•, and therefore the gradi- 
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Fig. 7. Integral oxygen energy spectra in regions 2 and 4. J(E) is 
the integral intensity above energy E. The solid parts of the curves 
represent he same data set as the differential spectra in Figure 5. No 
binning has been done to the data; each event is shown as a step up in 
integral intensity. The points at 1.4 MeV/nuc are based on the Z > 2 
rate. 
ent measured between 5.7 and 10.2 R• will increase toward 
larger values of M. Hence, in the present analysis it is not a 
good approximation to assume ¾(M, L1) = ¾(M, L2) in (4). 
Relative phase space densities at constant values of M can 
now be calculated by using (4) and the data in Figures 8 and 
9. The f(L) for M = 680 MeV/nuc-G between 5.7 and 17.2 R• 
is shown in Figure 10. The points at 5.7, 10.2, and 12.1 R• are 
all based on direct measurements ofJ•/B 2 and ¾. These quan- 
tities were not measured at 17.2 R• for M -- 680 MeV/nuc-G 
but reasonable limits can be placed on them by extrapolating 
the 17.2 R• spectrum to this M value. The corresponding lim- 
its on the phase space density are shown as a bar at L -- 17.2 
in the figure. The parameters used to calculate f(L) are listed 
in Table 4. Between 5.7 and 10.2 R• the radial dependence of 
the phase space density shown in Figure 10 is f(L) oc L 14. Al- 
though there are no direct measurements in this region at this 
value of M to confirm a power law representation, the 7.6 R• 
point at 160 MeV?nuc-G (Figure 8) and reasonable assump- 
tions concerning the spectrum indicate that f(L -- 7.6) at 680 
MeV?nuc-G should be between 10 -2 and 10 -1. The power law 
representation falls within this interval at f(7.6) •, 2 x 10 -2. 
DIFFUSION EQUATION SOLUTIONS 
The radial dependence of f shown in Figure 10 is now com- 
pared with solutions of the diffusion equation (1) to obtain 
limits on the diffusion coefficient and the particle loss rate. It 
is assumed that the measured intensities represent a steady 
state condition and that there are no sources of energetic oxy- 
gen ions between 5.7 and 17.2 R,. With a loss term of the form 
• = f/,r, where •- is the particle loss lifetime, equation (1) then 
becomes 
Z 3-/ - - -- o (5) 
A technique often used in solving this equation is to assume 
D = Do Ln r = rO Lm (6) 
[Haerendel, 1968; Barbosa and Coroniti, 1976; Baker and 
Goertz, 1976; Goertz et al., 1979; Richardson et al., 1980] where 
Do, to, n, and rn are constants to be determined by fitting the 
solution to the data. Three radial diffusion mechanisms that 
theoretically give a power law form for the diffusion coeffi- 
cient are fluctuating electric fields due to ionospheric turbu- 
lence (n -- 3 [Brice and McDonough, 1973]), disturbances in 
the convection electric field due to changes in the solar wind 
interaction with the magnetosphere (n -- 6 [Birmingham, 
1969]), and magnetic field disturbances due to solar wind 
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Fig. 8. Voyager 1 and 2 measurements of Jx/B 2 as a function of 
M for oxygen at different radial positions in the magnetosphere. All 
measurements were made at, or near, magnetic equatorial crossings. 
The telescope pointing direction was within 20 ø of the plane per- 
pendicular to the local magnetic field direction for the closed symbols 
and was ,--30 ø from the plane for the open symbols. (The pitch angles 
a of the measured particles are on average equal to the telescope 
pointing direction.) The dashed lines represent interpolations between 
the spectral data and the Z > 2 rate points. The spectrum at ,--5.0 R i
is dotted to distinguish it from the spectrum at ,--5.2 R•. The Pioneer 
10 and 11 points are estimates of the oxygen intensity based on data 
from the University of Chicago fission cell detector [Simpson et al., 
1974, 1975]. It was assumed that the detector was responding primar- 
ily to oxygen nuclei and that the spectral index of the oxygen spec- 
trum was ,•3 (approximately the value used by the authors). For a 
steeper assumed spectrum, the points could be as much as a factor of 
4 lower. 
pressure variations (n ---- 10 [Nakada and Mead, 1965]). An- 
other possible diffusion mechanism is magnetic flux tube in- 
terchange driven by centrifugal plasma forces. The L depen- 
dence of D has not been fully specified theoretically for this 
process, but indications are that D will not be a strict power 
law in L [Siscoe and Summers, 1981]. Plasma observations be- 
tween 6 and 8 R•, however, are consistent with the approxima- 
tion of a power law D with n = 5-8 [Froidevaux, 1980; $iscoe 
and Summers, 1981]. A power law q- cannot be justified to the 
same extent as a power law D but is approximately obtained 
in the strong pitch angle diffusion limit. In this case 
q'strong •' ao12/2 (7) 
[Kennel and Petschek, 1966] where q-b is the particle bounce 
period and ao• is the equatorial loss cone angle. For non- 
relativistic particles at constant M in a dipolaf magnetic field, 
R• m•'c2 •/ L•/2 4- (8) %trøas= '•- MBs 
where m• is the proton mass for [• = MeV/nuc-G and Bs is 
the equatorial surface field of Jupiter, approx•ately equal to 
4G. For large L, •t•oas • L•/•. 
As a prel•a• step, (5) can be solved for the special case 
of lossless diffusion (• • •). Given the two bounda• condi- 
tions f(LO and f(LO, the bssless d•usion solution for n • 3 is 
f _ -- f -- 
= __ (9) 
The parameter Do does not appear • this equation because it 
is a multip•cative constant • the general solution that dis- 
appears when the bounda• conditions are •posed. A search 
can now be made for values of L•, L•, f(LO, f(L•), and n that 
give acceptable fits to the measured phase space densities. An 
acceptable solution is de•ed as one that agrees with the data 
t],,, .... [ ......... ] .... ] .... [ [ [ I .... I .... I .... I''" 
I09 - 680 - 
Oxygen MeV 
400 M = 1800 nu• 
108 160 3300 
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Fig. 9. Measurements of J•/B 2 as a function of L for various val- 
ues of M. The curves represent cuts at constant M in Figure 8. The 
open symbols ignify Jx/B 2 values derived primarily from Z > 2 rate 
measurements. The errors on these points are due mainly to uncer- 
tainties in the sulfur and oxygen contributions to the rate and should 
be considered as systematic errors. The errors on the points with 
closed symbols are due to statistical uncertainties associated with the 
number of events in the spectrum and are therefore uncorrelated. The 
5.0 and 5.2 R• measurements at 680 MeV/nuc-G were averaged to- 
gether to improve statistics. 
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Fig. 10. The phase space density of oxygen ions with M -- 680 
MeV/nuc-G between L = 5.7 and L = 17.2. f(L) is normalized to be 
1.0 at 10.2 R/. For L > 12.1, f(L) was estimated by extrapolation of 
measurements at larger values of M. The uncertainty in this extrapo- 
lation is indicated by the error bar at L = 17.2. 
at 5.7, 10.2, and 12.1 R/and with the limits at 17.2 R/(Figure 
10) and has an essentially monotonic radial dependence (i.e., 
no large local maxima or minima). Figure 1 la shows three 
lossless diffusion solutions. None of these solutions, or any 
other ones tried, is acceptable as defined above. Solution 1 is 
the closest o an acceptable fit over the entire radial range, but 
it, as well as solution 2, has negative values for n while theory 
and other observations indicate that positive values are more 
likely. Solution 3 has n = 0, but fits (approximately) only the 
measurements between •8 and 17.2 R/. Although no solution 
with non-negative n was found to fit the data over the entire 
radial range, solution 3, which is our best effort in terms of 
finding a solution with non-negative n that fits the data to the 
smallest possible radial distance, shows that lossless diffusion 
may be occurring outside •8 R/. Thus, there is evidence that 
loss processes must be occurring inside of •8 R/and may be 
occurring at larger radial distances. It is not surprising that 
losses are occurring inside •8 R/since both the plasma den- 
sity [Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981] and the electromagnetic 
wave activity [Scarf et al., 1979] are enhanced in this region. 
The wave enhancement continues out to • 10 R/, indicating 
that losses are also likely in the 8-10 R/region. 
As a preliminary investigation of the effect of loss processes 
on the phase space density, losses of the form given by (6) are 
TABLE 4. Quantities Used to Calculate the Phase Space Density at 
M = 680 MeV/nuc-G between L -- 5.7 and L = 17.2 
L, L2 ¾(M, L2) J•.(M, L:)/B • (L:) f (L:)/f (L,) 
5.7 4.8 1.2 X 10 4 
5.7 10.2 2.2 1.1 x 108 4200. 
10.2 12.1 1.7 6.1 x 108 4.3 
12.1 17.2 
upper limit 1.7 3.9 x 109 6.5 
lower limit 0.8 1.6 x 109 1.2 
now included in the diffusion equation. The general solution 
in this case with boundary conditions f(L]) and f(L2) is 
f (L) = f (L,) 
4- f(L2) (10) 
[see, e.g., Goertz et al., 1979] where L(x) and K•(x) are the 
modified Bessel functions of order v, v = (3 - n)/(n + m - 2), 
and xi = xoL, -p, where p = (n + rn - 2)/2 and Xo = (p2Doro) -•/•. 
There is also a special solution for n + rn = 2 (p = 0), but it 
does not apply here since, as will be shown below, the data 
specify n + rn = 5-6. Equation (10) is usually simplified con- 
siderably by choosing f(L = 1) = 0 or f(L = O) = O. In the 
present analysis, however, the inner boundary condition was 
chosen to be the measured density at L = 5.7, f(5.7) = 2.4 x 
10 -4 , because it is likely that the diffusion coefficient and life- 
time are much different inside Io's orbit than outside given the 
abrupt change in plasma density and temperature at L = 5.7 
[Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981; Richardson and Siscoe, 1981]. 
The other condition applied was f(L = 10.2) = 1.0. 
The method used in searching for acceptable solutions for a 
given rn and n was to find the Xo such that the solution gives 
the correct value at 12.1 R/and then examine the solution to 
see if it lies between the limits at 17.2 R/and has an essentially 
monotonic radial dependence. Of the three sample solutions 
shown in Figure 1 lb, only solution 2 is acceptable. Solution 1 
lies outside of the range of the data at 17.2 R/, while solution 3 
has a pronounced minimum at -6.5 R/. The values of n and rn 
for which acceptable solutions were found are shown in Fig- 
ure 12. There are no acceptable solutions for n < 3, but for n 
> 14 the band of solutions continues. Although the acceptable 
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Fig. 11. Solutions of the diffusion equation compared with the 
measured f(L) at 680 MeV/nuc-G. (a) Lossless diffusion; equation 
(9). The values of n for each solution are listed. For solutions 1 and 2, 
f(L2) -- 12.0, L• -- 8.0, and f(LO -- 3.1 x 10 -2 (i.e., the value at 8 R/of 
and L• -- 5.7 and L 2 -- 12.1, respectively. For solution 3, L 2 •- 17.2, 
f(L2) -- 12.0, L• -- 8.0, and f(LO -- 3.1 x 10 -2 (i.e., the value at 8 R/of 
the power law interpolation between measurements at 5.7 and 10.2 
R/). No curve gives an acceptable fit to the measured values over the 
entire radial range. (b) Lossy diffusion; equation (10). The measured 
values of f(L) were used for f(L•) and f(L2) with L• -- 5.7 and L2 •- 
10.2. Only curve 2 is an acceptable fit. 
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Fig. 12. The region in the n-m plane where acceptable solutions 
were obtained for the case of lossy diffusion. Calculations were done 
only at integer n. The band of solutions continues for n > 14. 
n and m's individually vary by about 12 units in the figure, the 
sum n + m is relatively constant, ranging from --,6 at n = 3 to 
-•5 at n = 14. This is due to the fact that all parameters except 
v depend on n and m in sum. Since the solution depends only 
weakly on v, its n dependence is a small effect. Also note that 
Do and ,o enter the solution as a product. No information can 
be gained about either of them individually from this analysis 
alone. This is physically reasonable since, for a given radial 
dependence of f, D, and ,, the larger Do becomes, the larger 
the net diffusive flux into a region becomes, and, therefore, 
the higher the loss rate (smaller ,o) must be to maintain a con- 
stant density in the region. 
The acceptable values of Do,o were found to range from --,5 
X 10 -7 at n = 3 to -•5 x 10 -6 at n = 14. Given Do,o, n, and m, 
lower limits on, can be imposed to determine the maximum 
allowable diffusion coefficient as a function of L. The mini- 
mum ß , *m•, dictated by the strong pitch angle diffusion limit, 
is given by (8). Since all acceptable solutions were found to 
have m < 11/2, the strongest restriction that can be placed on 
ß between 5.7 and 17.2 R• occurs at 17.2 R• (i.e., if a given so- 
lution with m < 11/2 has ,(5.7) = *stro.g (5.7), then ,(17.2) < 
ß strong (17.2), which is impossible). At 17.2 R•, (8) gives 
(17.2) = 1.7 x 106 s, and therefore the minimum ,o is *Omin = 
17.2 -m 1.7 X 106 S. The maximum diffusion coefficient, D .... is 
then 
Dm•x(L)-- Do*o Ln= 1.5 X 10 -5 s -• (5.7 __< L _< 17.2) 
TO min 
(11) 
assuming n + m • 6 and Do,o •, 10 -6. For L = 6, Dma x is a 
steeply decreasing function of n, ranging from -•6 x 10 -7 S -• 
at n = 3 to <3 x 10 -8 s -• for n > 6. Previous proton, electron, 
and plasma measurements give typical values of 3 • 10 -8 - 4 
x 10 -6 for the radial diffusion coefficient at 6 Ra [Thomsen et 
al., 1977; Goertz et al., 1979; Froidevaux, 1980; Siscoe and 
Summers, 1981]. These other measurements suggest that the 
most likely solutions in the present analysis are those with n < 
6 (m > 0). 
For the case of finite lifetime, all acceptable solutions with n 
< 6 give values of the phase space density at 17.2 R• near the 
upper limit allowed by the data. If the actual value is near the 
lower limit, there are no solutions with reasonable diffusion 
coefficients that fit all the data from 5.7 to 17.2 R• given the 
power law forms of the diffusion coefficient and lifetime in (6). 
However, if losses occur only inside 8 R•, the strong pitch 
angle diffusion lifetime at 17.2 R• will not be a constraint on 
rm• and Dmax at 6 R•. If, for example, we assume the above 
lossy-diffusion solution inside 8 R•, with n + m • 6, Do,o •, 
10 -6, and %t•o.s (L -- 8) -- 2.5 x 10 4 s, which limits *Omi• to 8 -m 
2.5 X 10 4 S, then the equivalent of (11) becomes 
Dmax(g ) --' 1.1 X l0 -5 s-' (5.7 _< L _< 8) (12) 
At L = 6, Dm•x(6) ranges from 4 x l0 -6 s -• to 2 X l0 -6 s -• as n 
ranges from 3 to 6. ß 
Since both the solution with lossy diffusion between 5.7 and 
17.2 R• and that with lossy diffusion between 5.7 and 8 R• and 
lossless diffusion between 8 and 17.2 R• give values of the dif- 
fusion coefficient that are consistent with earlier work and 
give reasonable fits to the data, this data set alone cannot be 
used to choose between them. The reason for this inadequacy 
is that the data set has been restricted to magnetic equatorial 
crossings to simplify the analysis, and therefore does not have 
the necessary radial resolution to further specify the extent of 
the lossy region. More information can be obtained about the 
particle losses by an analysis that includes the nonequatorial 
data (work in progress) and by direct comparison with plasma 
and electromagnetic wave data. However, the present analysis 
does demonstrate the inward flow of the energetic ions and 
does show that the measurements can be described by a diffu- 
sion model with diffusion coefficients similar to those derived 
by others for electrons, protons, and plasma. Therefore, a rea- 
sonable value for the diffusion coefficient can be chosen for 
the source strength analysis that follows. 
DISCUSSION 
Having established the inward diffusive flow of the ener- 
getic oxygen ions, we can now use the measured ion number 
densities (as determined from the spectra), the measured 
phase space density gradients, and the calculated diffusion co- 
efficients to estimate the inward diffusive flow rate of energetic 
oxygen ions across a given radius. This can then be compared 
with the Io source strength of oxygen and sulfur ions. 
The diffusive flow I of ions' with magnetic moment greater 
than M across radius r is given by 
I>• = n>•2,rr. 2hvo ions s -• (13) 
where n>•t is the number density of oxygen ions with mag- 
netic moment greater than M, h is the scale height of the par- 
ticle distribution relative to the magnetic equatorial plane, 
and vo is the radial diffusion velocity defined as vo -- D. [(1/ 
f)(Of/OL)] [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974]. For the specific case 
of r = 10 Rj and M = 400 MeV/nuc-G, the oxygen number 
density can be estimated from the 10.2 Rj spectrum to be 
• 8 x 10 -6 cm -3. We use 10 Rj rather than a larger radial dis- 
tance in this calculation to allow comparison with other diffu- 
sion coefficient determinations. The diffusion coefficient upper 
limit at L -- 10 obtained for the case of lossy diffusion be- 
tween 5.7 and 17.2 Rj (equation (11)) ranges from 6 X 10 -7 to 3 
X 10 -6 s -• for 6 _> n _> 3, while that obtained for lossy diffu- 
sion between 5.7 and 8 Rj (equation (12)) ranges from 2 X 
10 -5 to 10 -4 s -• for 3 _< n _< 10. The results of other diffusion 
coefficient determinations [Thomsen et al., 1977; Goertz et al., 
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1979; Froidevaux, 1980; Siscoe and Summers, 1981] can be 
represented by D(L = 10) = 10 -5ñ• s -• (in some cases we have 
used a formula quoted only for 6 _< L _< 8) which is approxi- 
mately consistent with our values. With (1/f)(Of/OL) • 1.4 
(Figure 10) and h = 1 R j, estimated from the magnetic lati-' 
tude dependence of the Z > 2 fluxes, the energetic oxygen 
flow rate in across r = 10 Rj is then I>st = 5 x 1021ñ' ions s -• 
for M = 400 MeV/nuc-G. Thus, since the energetic ion abun- 
dances imply an Io source, and, since the Io source strength of 
oxygen and sulfur ions is estimated to be 1027-1029 ions s -• 
[Eviatar and Siscoe, 1980; Shemansky, 1980], we find that 
'• 10 -7ñ2 of the ions supplied by Io to the torus at • 10 -n MeV/ 
nuc-G must be accelerated to >400 MeV/nuc-G in some re- 
gion outside 17 Rj and then diffuse back in to 10 Rj. 
Oxygen ions with magnetic moments in the range 102-104 
MeV/nuc-G have also been observed by the low energy 
charged particle (LECP) instrument just inside the magnet- 
osphere at 65 Rj inbound on Voyager 1 [Krimigis et al., 1979], 
and in the magnetospheric wind region (r > 150 Rj outbound) 
on both Voyagers 1 and 2 [Krimigis et al., 1981]. The J/B •- 
calculated from the 65 Rj measurement is two to three orders 
of magnitude larger, at the same value of M, than that at 17.2 
Rj in Figure 8. This observation does not necessarily imply 
particle flow directly in from 65 to 17 Rj since there may be a 
maximum in the phase space density at some intermediate 
distance, but it does require an acceleration region outside 17 
The observations suggest hat plasma ions diffuse outward 
from the Io toms, are nonadiabatically accelerated in some re- 
gion outside 17 R j, and then diffuse inward and outward from 
the acceleration region. The radial diffusion process will 
change particle energies but is assumed to conserve magnetic 
moments. The LECP measurements just described and the 
CRS measurements reported here both require an accelera- 
tion mechanism that is capable of increasing particle magnetic 
moments from that of the plasma near Io, -• 10 -n MeV/nuc-G, 
up to -• 10 n MeV/nuc-G. 
One possible mechanism is that proposed by Eviatar et al. 
[1976] to predict the observed energetic sodium component in 
the magnetosphere. In that model, fast neutral particles, possi- 
bly produced by charge exchange between neutrals and coro- 
tating plasma near Io, escape the magnetosphere and become 
ionized in the solar wind. The ions are then accelerated to the 
•400 km s -! solar wind speed and re-enter the magnet- 
osphere. This mechanism, will, however, result in magnetic 
moments of not more than •20 MeV/nuc-G. Two other pos- 
sibilities are stochastic acceleration by cyclotron waves in the 
plasma of the outer magnetosphere [Papadopoulos et al., 1980], 
or the application of recirculation models (Sentman et al. 
[1975] (radial recirculation) and Goertz [1978] (azimuthal re- 
circulation)) to heavy ions. 
CONCLUSIONS 
particle losses are due to wave-particle interactions rather 
than geometri c absorption by Io. 
3. There is a steep positive radial gradient in the phase 
space density of the energetic oxygen ions between 6 and 17 
Rj. The diffusive flow of the energetic ions is therefore inward 
in this region, indicating that the acceleration region is outside 
17 Rj. 
4. Steady-state solutions of the diffusion equation with 
diffusion coefficient and loss lifetime of the forms D -- Do Ln 
and r -- T0 Lm were fit to the measured phase space densities at 
M -- 680 MeV/nuc-G between 5.7 and 17.2 Rj. For the case 
of lossless diffusion (r --> oo), no solutions with reasonable 
values of n could be found to fit the data over the entire radial 
range. However, solutions were found that fit outside 8 Rj. It 
is therefore possible that the high-energy ions are undergoing 
lossless diffusion from 17.2 to -•8 Rj and then 1ossy diffusion 
from 8 to 5.7 Rj. Another possibility is that there are losses of 
the power law form given above throughout the region. For 
this case, solutions were found that fit the data over the entire 
range 5.7-17.2 Rj, with n + m = 6 and n > 3. The upper limit 
on the diffusion coefficient at L = 6, as determined by the so- 
lutions, falls in the range of other measurements (3 x 10 -8 - 4 
x 10 -6 s -l) for n between 6 and 3. 
5. On the basis of the diffusion coefficient upper limits ob- 
tained from the phase space density fits, the upper limit on the 
number of oxygen ions with magnetic moment greater than 
400 MeV/nuc-G diffusing in across 10 Rj is -•5 x 1021ñ' ions 
s -l, indicating that -• 10 -7ñ2 of the ions from Io are accelerated 
to >400 MeV/nuc-G and diffuse in to 10Rj. 
APPENDIX 
The high radiation levels of Jupiter's inner magnetosphere 
cause three instrumental effects in the LET system that must 
be corrected for before absolute particle fluxes and energies 
can be determined: 
1. Discriminator retrigger times. Finite retrigger times for 
discriminator circuits cause a dead time in the circuits that re- 
sults in observed rates that are lower than the true rates. For 
the CRS instrument, the effect becomes significant above rates 
of 10 n s -•. 
2. Discriminator threshold shifts. High counting rates 
cause shifts in the baseline voltage level at the output of the 
detector amplifiers. Since discriminator thresholds are set for 
a specified level above the nominal baseline, the baseline shift 
produces an increase in the effective threshold, so that, for in- 
stance, at high counting rates it takes a larger energy deposit 
to trigger a given threshold than at low counting rates. The ef- 
fect becomes significant above an energy loss deposition rate 
in the detector of • 105 MeV s -•. For regions 1, 2, and 3, the 
L 1 energy loss distribution shown in Figure 6 produces signif- 
icant baseline shifts for Z > 2 rates above 103 s -•. In regions 4, 
5, and 6, the bulk of the particles have energy losses in L 1 •< 10 
MeV, requiring Z > 2 rates of at least 104 s -• before baseline 
The principal conclusions of this study of oxygen and sulfur shifts become important. 
ions with energies in the range 1-20 MeV/nuc between 5 and 3. Pulse pileup effects. As fluxes increase, the probablility 
20 Rj in the Jovian magnetosphere are as follows: that two particles will be coincident in a detector within the 
1. The Voyager I oxygen and suffur fluxes inside •18 Rj instrumental resolving time increases, degrading the pulse 
were the same as those of Voyager 2 to within a factor of-•2. height data from that detector. For large oxygen pulses in the 
2. The minima in the oxygen and sulfur fluxes near Io oc- detector, the effect of a high rate of coincident small proton 
curred at L -- 5.6 inbound and L -- 5.4 outbound. These pulses is to broaden the oxygen pulse height distribution. Ox- 
radial positions are more closely correlated with changes in ygen events in coincidence with other large pulses, however, 
plasma and electromagnetic wave conditions than with the or- will be displaced completely out of the normal oxygen distri- 
bital position of Io itself. The indication is, therefore, that the bution. The fraction displaced is rpHA RZ>2, where Rz>2 is the 
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TABLE 5. Livetime Corrections for Event Analysis 
Energy Range, Livetime Pulse Pileup Total 
Region MeV/nuc Correction Factor Correction Factor Correction Factor 
3.7-7.1 * 1.5 1.4 2.0 I 
7.1-23.5T 1.5 1.0 1.5 
3.7-7.0* 1.5 1.4 2.0 2 
7.0-23.5T 1.5 1.0 1.5 
3.7-6.3' 1.5 1.5 2.2 3 
6.3-23.5T 1.5 1.0 1.5 
4 6.3-23.5• 1.6 1.0 1.6 
4.8-5.3* 3. l:l: 1.0 3.1 5 
5.3-23.5• 1.6 1.0 1.6 
4.3-5.5* 4.8:l: 1.0 4.8 
6 5.5-23.5• 1.7 1.0 1.7 
Correction factors in the table above are typically +_ 0.1 except as noted. 
* Z estimate from L 1 versus L2 plot. 
• Z estimate from L2 versus L3 plot. 
•+ o.5. 
counting rate of large pulses, and the effective resolving time, 
*PH^, for pulse height analysis is -20/•s. Therefore, for ex- 
ample, in regions 1, 2, and 3 the Z > 2 rate (large pulses) of 
-1.4 x 104 s -1 (Figure 2a; Table 3) will cause -30% of the ox- 
ygen pulse heights in the front detector (L1) to be displaced 
by up to -100 MeV. 
In order to correct for the discriminator etrigger time and 
threshold shifts, a spare CRS instrument was calibrated by us- 
ing light pulses from light emitting diodes (LEDs) situated 
above the detectors. As far as the detector amplifiers and elec- 
tronics are concerned, the detector pulse output is the same 
for ionization created by the photons as that created by a 
charged particle, assuming the light pulse is short in com- 
parison with the amplifier shaping time. In our case, the ampli- 
fier shaping time is approximately 2/•s and the light pulses 
were always shorter than 100 ns. The counting rate in the de- 
tector was controlled by the frequency of the random pulse 
generator driving the LED, and the pulse height was con- 
trolled by the intensity and duration of the light pulse. The ef- 
fect of different particle species, energies, and fluxes incident 
at the same time on a detector was simulated by having sev- 
eral independent LEDs above it. 
The standard livetime correction formula for rate R is 
Robserved 
Rtru½ = (1-- *Rob ....a) (14) 
where z is the retrigger time of the discriminators, often as- 
sumed to be a constant. The calibration showed, however, 
that r is a function both of rate and pulse height distribution 
in the detector and ranges from -12 to -19/•s in the six re- 
gions of interest (Table 2). Therefore rate corrections were de- 
termined for each region by simulating the measured pulse 
height distributions and matching the observed rate. The live- 
time correction, [1/(1 - rRob ..... a)], and the effective thresh- 
old for the Z > 2 rate, as determined by the calibration, are 
listed for the six regions in Table 3. 
Livetime corrections were also included in the energy spectra 
calculations. Since only a small fraction of the valid two-de- 
tector (L1.L2) and three-detector (L1. L2.L3) events are 
pulse height analyzed, a coincidence rate is used to convert 
the number of analyzed events of a given elemental species 
and energy into a flux measurement. The livetime correction 
formula for the L 1 ß L2. L3 coincidence rate C is 
Cobserved 
Ctru½ •--- (1- z•R•)(1 - z2R•2)(1 - T3RL3 ) (15) 
where R,.i is the singles rate in detector Li, •'1 is the L1 retrig- 
ger time, and z2 and z3 are the discriminator deadtimes of L2 
and L3, respectively, Here, discriminator deadtime refers to 
the time after the discriminator has returned to its zero state 
before it can be retriggered. r2 and r3 are defined differently 
than Zl because the LET coincidence logic is a strobed system 
triggered by L 1. Equation (15) is exact only in high flux envi- 
ronments where all detector singles counting rates are much 
larger than the observed coincidence rate. The calibration 
showed that there is almost no discriminator deadtime in L2 
and L3 for a heavy ion following a proton event and there- 
fore, that the L2 and L3 terms in equation (15) are negligible. 
(There is a discriminator deadtime on the order of tens of mi- 
croseconds for a heavy ion following another heavy ion, but 
the heavy rate in L2 and L3 is never greater than ~ 103 s-l). As 
in the case of the Z > 2 rate, zt was found to depend on rate 
and pulse-height distribution and ranges from ~ 13 to -•15/•s 
in the six regions of interest. The measured livet'tme correction 
factors for the coincidence rate in these regions are listed in 
Table 5. The first line of each region is for L 1 ß L2 events and 
the second line is for L 1 ß L2-L3 events. Only particles top- 
ping in L3 were used in region 4. In regions 1, 2, and 3, the 
instrument was in its L1. L2 command state, which means 
that a particle is required to trigger L1 and L2 in order to be 
counted in the coincidence rate; no requirement is made on 
L3. In regions 5 and 6 the instrument was configured in a 
L1. L2. L3 command state to maximize background rejec- 
tion. In this state, a coincident pulse is also required in L3. In 
order for a Z > 2 particle stopping in L2 to be analyzed in this 
command state, there must be a pulse in L3 due to, say, an ac- 
cidentally coincident proton. There is therefore an additional 
livetime correction factor for particles stopping in L2 in re- 
gions 5 and 6, which depends on the L3 counting rate. 
All particles stopping in L3 were analyzed by using their L2 
and L3 pulse height information. The maximum counting rate, 
of large oxygen and sulfur pulses in these two detectors is on 
the order of 103 s -1 (L2 in regions 1, 2, and 3), so that pulse 
pileup affects <2% of the Z > 2 particles stopping in L3. For 
particles stopping in L2, however, the L1 pulse height is re- 
quired for elemental identification. The counting rate of large 
pulses in L1 is the Z > 2 rate, which is on the order of 104 s -l 
in regions 1, 2, 3, and 5 (particles stopping in L2 were not used 
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in region 4). The resulting amount of pulse pileup can be de- 
termined from the data by comparing a spectrum for particles 
stopping in L3 using L 1 in the elemental identification process 
with one in which only L2 and L3 were used. The ratio be- 
tween the resulting spectra is fairly energy independent over 
this energy range and indicates what fraction of the events in 
L 1 are displaced out of the oxygen distribution. The ratio was 
therefore used as a correction factor for the L 1 ß L2 part of the 
spectrum. The pulse pileup correction factor is listed in Table 
5. It was found that no correction factors were required in re- 
gions 5 and 6, even though the Z > 2 rate in region 5 was -1.7 
x 10 4 s -l. The reason is that the Z > 2 rate in this region was 
dominated by -10 MeV pulses which do not seriously con- 
taminate oxygen signals. 
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